Attachment 6 - Summary of Structural Changes to Yonge-Dundas Square

STRUCTURAL CHANGES:

Removal of existing canopy structure currently located North-west corner of Square.

Removal of the current electronic sign in North-west corner of Square ("Existing-Electronic-Sign").

Removal of existing "architectural up-lighting" currently located under the grating located in the North-west corner of Square.

Installation of new "architectural up-lighting" consisting of programmable LED lighting under the grating located in the North-west corner of Square.

Removal of all existing sign elements displaying static sign copy from the sign structures incorporating existing light mast structures alongside the Southern perimeter of the Square.

Construction and installation of the decorative structure, associated with Sign B, as detailed Attachments 1 & 2 approximately in the centre of the roof of the existing canopy structure on the northern side of the Square ("Northern-Side Canopy Structure").

Construction and installation of SIGN A in the North-west corner of Square as detailed in the Report and Attachments 1 & 2.

Construction and installation of SIGN B as detailed in the Report and Attachments 1 & 2 on the roof of the existing northern side canopy structure on the of the Square.

Construction and installation of SIGN C as detailed in the Report and Attachments 1 & 2 on the North-East end of the roof of the Northern-Side Canopy Structure.

Construction and installation of SIGN D as detailed in the Report and Attachments 1 & 2, Sign D to include the existing light mast structure approximately within the South-East corner of the Square, and the addition of programmable LED lighting on the backs of the sign face installed on the to complement the sign structures.

Construction and installation of SIGN E as detailed in the Report and Attachments 1 & 2, to be installed adjacent to the on-site security office, and the addition of programmable LED lighting on the backs of the sign face installed on the to complement the sign structures.

Construction and installation of SIGN F as detailed in the Report and Attachments 1 & 2, Sign F to include the existing light mast structure along the Square's Southerly
property frontage, and the addition of programmable LED lighting on the backs of the sign face installed on the to complement the sign structures.

Construction and installation of SIGN G as detailed in the Report and Attachments 1 & 2, Sign G to include the existing light mast structure approximately within the South-West corner of the Square, and the addition of programmable LED lighting on the backs of the sign face installed on the to complement the sign structures.

STRUCTURAL CHANGES RELATED TO OPERATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Removal of all operating hardware and systems associated with the existing infrastructure utilized to provide public WIFI located throughout the Square property, and installation of all aspects of a new infrastructure (including all operating hardware and systems) required to provide public WIFI infrastructure located throughout the Square property.

All operating hardware and systems associated with the Existing-Electronic-Sign are removed from the Square (all which are located in the on-site security office).

Installation of on-site operating hardware and systems, such to be located in electrical/storage space under existing stage structure, and associated modifications to existing stage structure, and electrical/storage space.

Installation of additional operating hardware and systems (secondary audio, visual, lighting control/ connection hub), to be located at the base of and under the center light mast structure, (forming a part of the sign structure of SIGN F).